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Bedrooms: 2 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 2 Type: Unit

Gavin  Keith
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$1,200,000

Welcome to a world of opulence and breath taking vistas! This exquisite luxury apartment, situated on the prestigious

Tweed Street ridge, is a masterpiece of modern living. As you step inside, you'll be captivated by the open-plan design,

providing a seamless flow between indoor and outdoor living spaces, perfectly complemented by large windows that

frame the mesmerizing panoramic views spanning from Coolangatta to Fingal Head.The location is simply unparalleled,

offering an exclusive and enviable address that promises a quality coastal lifestyle. Three balconies embrace the

surrounding beauty, providing exceptional opportunities to soak in the awe-inspiring view from different vantage points.

With a perfect blend of indoor and outdoor spaces, you'll find yourself indulging in tranquility while still being connected

to the vibrant cityscape.Standout Features Include:* Open plan living area exuding elegance, featuring a built-in bar for

effortless entertaining* Sophisticated kitchen equipped with stylish finishes* Master suite boasting floor floor-to-ceiling

windows, a walk in wardrobe and beautiful ensuite with a luxurious bathtub and double vanity* Second bedroom boasting

its own private balcony for a cozy retreat* An addition multi-purpose room presenting a myriad of possibilities, from

setting up a home office to creating a comfortable, second lounge area* North-East facing, offering the perfect orientation

to enjoy sunny mornings and stunning sunsets* Three balconies, two of which are adorned with electric vergolas, allowing

you to create your preferred ambiance, whether it's bathing in the warm rays of sunlight or seeking shade on hotter days*

Separate laundry* Air-conditioning, heating and ceiling fans throughout* Two side-by-side car spaces with a lockable

garage door* Secure building with lift access, intercom, and communal BBQ areaWHERE TO FROM HERE?650m to Kirra

Hill Lookout850m to Coolangatta Beach850m to Siblings at Kirra850m to Coolangatta Surf Life Saving Club900m to

Cooly Breeze Rooftop Restaurant & Bar1km to The Strand, Coolangatta1.5km to Tweed Mall Shopping CentreIndulge in

the pinnacle of luxurious living with this penthouse positioned to perfection, offering not only sweeping cityscape views

but also an unparalleled sense of prestige and sophistication. Embrace a life of elevated splendor in this one-of-a-kind

residence that effortlessly merges style, comfort, and breathtaking surroundings.For further information or to arrange an

inspection, contact Gavin Keith on 0438 243 441This property is being sold as an "Expressions Of Interest" with all offers

being presented immediately to the owner for consideration and/or response.DISCLAIMERThe information relating to

this property has been obtained by a third-party source, which is believed to be accurate and reliable. RBR Property

Consultants has taken every care to ensure this information is as reliable and accurate as possible but may be subject to

errors and omissions. RBR gives no guarantee that this information is 100% correct and it is recommended that you

consult an advisor.


